Introducing the Knowledge to Practice Planning Worksheet
Knowledgeable Care Teams and Capacity Building is a foundational pillar of Behavioural Supports Ontario
(BSO). As such, BSO is committed to the growth of care teams through the transfer of new knowledge and the
implementation of best and emerging practices. Anyone who has endeavoured to bring change into practice,
big or small, knows that this is challenging! In order to support this complex work and promote sustainable
change, BSO has adopted the Knowledge to Practice Process Framework (Ryan, D. et al., 2013).
The Knowledge to Practice Process Framework (graphic below) illustrates the multifaceted knowledge to
practice work in four interconnected stages. It is a cycle rather than a one-time event.

To learn more about the Knowledge to Practice Process Framework, we encourage you to listen to the
following archived webinar: Bringing Knowledge to Practice - Let’s Make it Happen!
Click here to access: http://brainxchange.ca/Public/Events/Archived-Webinars-Events/2017/BringingKnowledge-to-Practice-%E2%80%93-Let%E2%80%99s-Make-it-Hap.aspx

Who might find the Knowledge to Practice Process Framework helpful?
It is for anyone who:






Is responsible for capacity building and practice change.
Felt unsure about how to approach a needed change or implement a new approach.
Wondered where to begin and how to plan for small steps before a full workplace roll out.
Felt frustrated, that despite everyone’s best efforts, there does not appear to be the desired change
happening in your practice setting.
Wanted to include an evaluation of the impact on client care and were looking for some guidance.

Where to begin?
The Provincial BSO Knowledge to Practice Community of Practice (CoP) has developed a practical tool called
the Knowledge to Practice Planning Worksheet in order to:





Support and solidify your own learning and skillset in influencing practice change.
Foster engagement in all stages of knowledge to practice work.
Guide planning in your knowledge to practice work that can be used collaboratively.
Prompt consideration of outcomes and evaluation.

The Knowledge to Practice Planning Worksheet can be found under ‘Tools & Resources’ at:
www.behaviouralsupportsontario.ca
Suggestions for how to use the worksheet:







Bring the Knowledge to Practice Planning Worksheet to a meeting/phone call with others involved in the
desired practice change.
Consider inviting key informants (e.g. direct care staff, management team member, multi-disciplinary team
members, clients and family care partners) to gain their perspective. The worksheet can guide the
discussion.
Review the Worksheet yourself before the meeting to guide your thinking.
The Worksheet can be the format for note taking and later circulated to participants for validation and
consensus.
Use page two of the Worksheet to guide follow-up debriefing, reflection, evaluation, and planning for next
steps. This provides structure and a means to record work/discussions which may assist in ensuring
knowledge to practice continuity and sustainability.

Your Feedback is Welcome!
The Knowledge to Practice CoP would like to hear about your experience in utilizing the Worksheet.
After using the Worksheet, you are invited to complete the following brief survey:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/KKHBSLM
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